Particle Diffusion in Polymeric Hydrogels with Mixed Attractive and Repulsive Interactions.
All biogels are heterogeneous, consisting of functional groups with different biophysical properties arrayed on spatially disordered polymer networks. Nanoparticles diffusing in such biogels experience a mixture of attractive and repulsive interactions. Here, we present experimental and theoretical studies of charged particle diffusion in gels with a random distribution of attractive and repulsive electrostatic interaction sites inside the gel. In addition to interaction disorder, we theoretically investigate the effect of spatial disorder of the polymer network. Our coarse-grained simulations reveal that attractive interactions primarily determine the diffusive behavior of the particles in systems with mixed attractive and repulsive interactions. As a consequence, charged particles of either sign are immobilized in mixed cationic/anionic gels because they are trapped near oppositely charged interaction sites, whereas neutral particles diffuse rapidly. Even small fractions of oppositely charged interaction sites lead to strong trapping of a charged particle. Translational diffusion coefficients of charged probe molecules in gels consisting of mixed cationic and anionic dextran polymers are determined by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and quantitatively confirm our theoretical predictions.